Abstract. With image-guided tomotherapy, highly targeted total marrow irradiation (TMI) has become a feasible alternative to conventional total body irradiation. Problem: The uncertainties in patient localization and intrafraction motion of the whole body during hour-long TMI treatment may pose a risk to the safety and accuracy of targeted radiation treatment. The feasibility of near-infrared markers and optical tracking system (OTS) is accessed along with a megavoltage scanning system of tomotherapy. Three near-infrared markers placed on the face of a rando phantom are used to evaluate the capability of OTS in measuring changes in the markers' positions as the rando is moved in the translational direction. The OTS is also employed to determine breathing motion related changes in the position of 16 markers placed on the chest surface of human volunteers. The maximum uncertainty in locating marker position with the OTS is 1.5 mm. In the case of normal and deep breathing motion, the maximum marker position change is observed in anterior-posterior direction with the respective values of 4 and 12 mm. The OTS is able to measure surface changes due to breathing motion. The OTS may be optimized to monitor whole body motion during TMI to increase the accuracy of treatment delivery and reduce the radiation dose to the lungs. C 2011 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE).
Introduction

28
As radiation therapy continues to advance, more conformal radi- for patient setup. 7-13 TMI treatment using tomotherapy is criti-as to disable the primary radiation beam to allow for adjustments 50 to be made in the patient position during treatment.
51
Different strategies are used to monitor the patient's body 52 motion between treatment fractions (interfraction) or during (in-53 trafraction) treatment. One obvious strategy is to immobilize the 54 patient using frame-based treatment such as an alpha cradle. 16, 17 55 Though immobilization techniques improve treatment delivery, 56 they cannot be used to correct for various involuntary patient 57 body movements during treatment such as breathing motion. 58 Various methods have been proposed, investigated, and imple-59 mented to track patient (or surface) motion or target motion. 60 These include x-ray tracking, 18 electronic portal imaging, 19 ul-61 trasound tracking, 20 4DCT, 21 and camera-based optical tracking 62 systems. 22, 23 These modalities in turn have inherent limitation 63 such as ultrasound is limited to image soft tissue, and as a re-64 sult would not be useful to track whole body. A predominant 65 limitation of x-ray and 4DCT is the radiation exposure as even 66 under optimal conditions they induce a dose per imaging session. 67 The portal imaging being a two-dimensional (2D) projection 68 method contains effects of superimposed structures between ra-69 diation source and detector. It shows large density differences 70 as an example while distinguishing air and bone from soft tis-71 sue background. This poses a problem for tumor verification as 72 most tumors are made of soft tissue. As such, the optical motion 73 tracking system holds promise because it does not involve radi-74 ation exposure. In the present study, we used two different patient position-100 ing systems, the OTS and the onboard MVCT imaging system.
101
Written below is a brief description of the two systems. 
Motion data capture and analysis
122
The captured motion data is saved in the format of track row 
Tomotherapy and the MVCT Imaging System
134
The Tomotherapy has a 6-MV linear accelerator mounted on 135 a ring gantry to deliver radiation in a helical manner. [24] [25] [26] The 136 patient lies on the table which then moves through the rotating 137 ring gantry. The tomotherapy uses the International Electrotech-138 nical Commission (IEC) gantry coordinate system (X, Y, Z) as 139 shown in Fig. 1(b) . 24, 27 During the treatment, the patient is 140 placed on the Tomotherapy couch at the virtual isocenter taken 141 at the intersection of the gantry axis with the axial CT slice 142 containing the point of calculation. This is done for initial laser 143 based alignment. For radiation delivery and MVCT image scans 144 couch moves 70 cm into the bore (Y translation). After each 145 image scan, the couch moves back to virtual isocenter position. 146 In tomotherapy, a linear array of 738 xenon gas detectors and a 147 radiation source with an average energy of 1.36 MeV are used to 148 generate a 3D MVCT image with a field of view of 40 cm. Three 149 different MVCT scanning modes, viz., fine, normal, and coarse, 150 can be used to scan the patient with a slice thickness of 2, 4, 151 and 6 mm, respectively. The treatment planning CT [kilovoltage 152 computed tomographic (kVCT) image from the CT scanner] is 153 superimposed on the MVCT images prior to radiation delivery. 154 The rigid body image registration method is used to match two 155 3D image sets (kVCT and MVCT) based on anatomical features 156 and tumor locations. 28 The patient positioning errors acquired 157 by the registration process are used in adjusting the patient to 158 reduce day to day misalignment during radiation treatment. 
Measurement and Comparison of Translation
Measurement of the initial location of markers 210
After aligning the rando phantom, the MVCT scan is performed After each MVCT scan, we used the three in-built to-228 motherapy registration algorithms to determine the realign-229 ing corrections; bone, bone/tissue, and full image. In the 230 bone and bone/tissue algorithms threshold values are re-231 spectively set to identify bone (i.e., pixels > 1.1 g/cm 3 ) 232 and bone/tissue (i.e., pixels > 0.3 g/cm 3 ). The full image-based 233 algorithm has no thresholding for the registration process. The 234 OTS-based detection was repeated several times. 
General Tracking of the Markers
240
The point tracking algorithm used in the present OTS system 241 works by correlating tracking identification numbers from one 242 frame to the next. Essentially, the tracking number of the near-243 est point in the last frame is assigned to each point in the 244 current frame. Defining (i,n) to be the location of point i in 245 the current frame and (j,n-1) to be the location of some point j in 246 the previous frame, the tracking identification number associated 247 with (i,n) tracks the identification number associated with the 248 point in the previous frame satisfying min j { (i,n) -(j,n-1) 2 2 }. 249 Consistency checks are performed to make sure no identifica-250 tion number is assigned to more than one point in the current 251 frame. If two or more points in the current frame are associated 252 with a single point in the previous frame, only the closest point 253 in the current frame will be associated with it. If a point does 254 not correlate with any point in the previous frame, it is given a 255 new tracking number. A threshold distance d thresh is set for the 256 maximum distance allowed for a point in the current frame to 257 correlate with a point in the previous frame. This value is based 258 upon the expected movement of points between frames. Thus, 259 a point (i,n) will not correlate with any points in the previous 260
In addition, points that 261 disappear are propagated in their current location for a short du-262 ration of time, in the hope that they will reappear shortly. This is 263 done to prevent losing points that temporarily disappear due to a 264 momentary hiccup in the marker detection system. A threshold 265 is manually set as to how many frames a point should be thus 266 propagated since it has last been seen. 
Q1
To track body segments such as boney anatomy, the rigid 
Breathing Motion Analysis Experiment
287
To track changes in the body surface as a result of breathing 
Results
312
The calibration of OTS is done with a dynamic linearization 313 technique using the 3 point wand. The Motion Analysis Inc. op-314 tical tracking system has been widely used for scientific and 315 The image registration (as shown in Fig. 2 ) is done first 321 by using an automatic method followed by a manual check.
322
This is a double check to verify alignment of the MVCT and OTS system detection uncertainties in Fig. 4 for three scanning 328 modes (fine, normal, and coarse) and two MVCT registration 329 algorithms (bone and bone/tissue). The OTS system shows an 330 uncertainty of ∼1.5 mm in the detection of translation shifts 331 in the rando head. The maximum uncertainty in the detection by 332 the MVCT scanning modes is ∼2 mm in the case of coarse mode. 333 Better detection accuracy (0.5 to 1.0 mm) is found in fine and 334 normal scanning modes. The average deviation and maximum 335 percentage difference between three registration algorithms are 336 0.35 mm and 1.9% in the case of the fine scanning mode and 337 0.34 mm and 1.2% in the case of the normal scanning mode. 338 In the case of the coarse scanning mode, the average deviation 339 is 0.35 mm and maximum percentage difference between three 340 registration algorithms is 6.8%. For a given registration method, 341 the coarse scanning mode reduces the scanning time but it might 342 compromise the measurement accuracy when the structures are 343 small.
344
We observed the breathing motion changes in the case of two 345 human volunteers. Figure 5 shows the normal and deep breath-346 ing motion for time = 1 min in the XYZ coordinates measured 347 by one NIR marker. As seen in Fig. 5 , each breathing cycle 348 is from 5 to 7 s. The OTS is found to be capable of tracking 349 the correlation between the timing of maximum inspiration and 350 expiration time points. To better visualize the changes in NIR 351 marker position of all 16 markers, we plotted the 3D position and 352 
Discussion
371
The feasibility of an NIR marker-based optical tracking system 372 has been demonstrated to monitor rigid and dynamic motion 373 in phantom and in two human volunteers using a tomotherapy 374 treatment unit. The OTS is found to detect changes on par with 375 those of the currently used MVCT scan-based method. The NIR 376 markers used in the present study are equally efficient in light 377 and dark environments compared to the infrared markers, which 
384
The OTS may be used in real time while treatment is underway 385 (Fig. 2) 35 or other similar features. In addition, coughing 444 or hyperventilation events will also be detected by using a laser 445 source mounted above the patient's abdomen, which provides 446 positional values of the abdominal cross section. Hyperventila-447 tion differs from coughing in terms of the displacement of the 448 abdomen. It is possible that a patient maintain the same levels of 449 displacement while hyperventilating, thus the only way to differ-450 entiate between normal breathing and hyperventilation is based 451 on the frequency of breathing. For hyperventilation detection, 452 therefore, a filter will be used which emphasizes frequencies 453 above the fundamental breathing frequency of normal breath-454 ing, so that if the fundamental frequency drifts to a higher value, 455 which is characteristic of hyperventilation, a detection will be 456 issued. This muscle-movement tracking setup will generate tem-457 poral data providing information about points on the abdomen 458 undergoing displacement during the breathing cycle. Tracking 459 these points over time will help us monitor breathing and detect 460 an anomaly during the course of monitoring. A multistage filter-461 ing scheme will be used to reduce an inherent noise in the laser 462 data measurements. A spatial smoothing filter is first applied, 463 in which the values of the nearby points in the same horizontal 464 line are averaged. This is based on the notion of smoothness of 465 the patient's abdominal cross section, and emphasizes the fun-466 damental breathing frequency of the patient while eliminating 467 high frequency noise.
468
Conclusions
469
A noninvasive vision-based optical tracking system is shown 470 to be a feasible option or a second check for measuring body 471 motion within 1.5 mm accuracy and was validated using a 3D 472 MVCT imaging system. Accurate assessment of lung motion in 473 different directions may help to develop patient specific safety 474 margins for radiation treatment delivery. Properly optimized 475 optical tracking systems may be used to monitor whole body 476 motion during TMI treatment delivery to increase accuracy of 477 treatment delivery and reduce radiation dose to lungs. 
